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Aim: To determine whether there is sexual dimorphism of
lip prints’ morphological features in the Croatian population and to provide a scoping review for the accuracy of sex
estimation on lip prints.
Methods: The study on the Croatian population included
88 male and 88 female (median age 25, range 18 - 50) participants. Lip prints were analyzed by quadrant, and then
the predominant pattern on the entire lip was observed.
A systematic search of the relevant bibliographical databases was conducted, including Medline, Scopus, Web of
Science Core Collection (WoSCC), and Cinahl (October 23rd,
2020). OpenGrey, Open Science Framework, and Science.
gov databases were searched for grey literature. Findings
were reported in the narrative form in accordance with
the PRISMA Extension for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA-ScR)
checklist. A total of 80 studies were included.
Results: The study of sexual dimorphism of lip prints in the
Croatian population showed that there were no statistically significant differences between males and females; and
when all quadrants were considered together (χ2 = 3.625,
P = 0.459), sex could be estimated for only 55.7% of persons. Twenty-nine studies (36.3%) did not find differences
between males and females, and 34 (42.5%) found sexual
dimorphism only in some of the lip parts and some quadrants. The assessment of examined studies showed that
only six studies met all quality criteria.
Conclusion: There is no forensically significant sexual dimorphism in lip prints in the Croatian population. The
scoping review showed that sex estimation using lip prints
should not be used as evidence in court as the present
methodology is not reliable and the potential rate of error is unknown. 					
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Lip prints, similar to fingerprints, are unique, and can be crucial in the process of individualization [1]. As fingerprints are used to estimate other biological characteristics such as
sex [2] and height [3], the usefulness of the lip prints has also been widely studied in sex
estimation. Literature suggests that use of lip prints can aid in estimating the similarity
between child and parents [4, 5] and can also be used to examine sexual dimorphism with
a variety of results ranging from non-dysmorphic to highly dysmorphic [6, 7].
The main critiques of lip print analysis are the lack of widely accepted methodology for
trace evidence collection, analysis, and interpretation; lack of data about population and
regional diversity; as well as any ageing effects. In the 1999 United States court case People
v. Davis, the appeal for a murder conviction concluded that the discipline of lip print analysis did not exist in the scientific community, that there was not any established training
or certification, and that the methodology was vague [8]. To be more precise, there is no
uniform methodology of studying the lines on the lips, i.e., it is not defined how the sample
is taken, how is it analyzed, whether the predominant sample of a particular part of the lip
print is taken, whether there is an error within and between observers, etc. So far, neither
the repeatability of the method nor the reliability have been determined.
Similar to various other populations, Croatian sample has previously been studied. In that
study, lip print differences between sexes were observed, but the sample was relatively
small [9]. Keeping that gap in literature in mind, we approached sex estimation using lip
print morphology in two ways with the hypothesis that there is no difference in the lip
prints of males and females. First, we conducted a study on the Croatian sample to test the
methodology and sexual dimorphism of lips. In the second step, we conducted a scoping
review of all available studies on sexual dimorphism of lip prints.

Methods
Analysis of sexual dimorphism
We performed a cross-sectional study on a convenient sample of adults of both sexes from
the Republic of Croatia from January to March 2019. The study included 176 participants
aged 18 to 50 (median age 25), with an equal number of women and men. The research
was approved by the ethics committee of the University Department of Forensic Sciences,
the University of Split (approved on January 24, 2019, class: 003-08/18-06/00013; code:
2181-227-05-01-18-0007).

Participants
The participants were mostly recruited at the University of Split, but some samples were
collected in other regions (Split-Dalmatia, Osijek-Baranja, Karlovac County, as well as the
City of Zagreb). Only data about sex and age were collected. Participants who were allergic
to some of the ingredients of lipsticks and/or adhesive tapes and those who had anomalies of the lips, viscerocranium or teeth were excluded from the research. The procedure
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of collecting the samples, applying lipstick, and lip print exemption was explained to the

Materials
The materials used in this study were: two types of lipstick (Essence Colour Boost, Vinylicious,
Essence, Italy and Catrice Ultimate Colour, 480 Red Side Black, Catrice, Luxembourg), cotton swabs, adhesive tape, white A4 paper, wet wipes, and scanner (Canon image RUNNER
ADVANCE C3320, Canon Inc., Tokyo, Japan).

Pilot study - selection of the lip stick color and lip print exemption
First, the pilot study was conducted with six participants to select the methods for lip
print collection and the color of lipstick that was most visible (MP, HE, SB, MJ, IK, ŽB). Four
different methods with two types of lipsticks were used (Table 1) using the data from previous research [1, 4, 9, 10].

Table 1. Methods for collecting lip prints with two types of lipsticks
Lip print generation
method

Lipstick type
Lipstick 1
Essence Colour Boost, Vinylicious, Essence, Italy

Lipstick 2
Catrice Ultimate Colour, 480 Red Side Black,
Catrice, Luxembourg

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

Closed mouth, print
left directly on white
paper

Partially open mouth,
print left directly on
white paper

Closed/Partially open
mouth, print left on
adhesive tape that
was then fixed on
white paper

Closed/Partially open
mouth, print left directly on white paper,
which was then fixed
with adhesive tape
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participants prior to sample collection.
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Pilot research tested the visibility of lip prints and concluded that the best method of col-
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lecting lip prints was with darker lipstick (Catrice Ultimate Colour, 480 Red Side Black,
Catrice, Luxembourg) and closed and/or partially open mouths on white paper fixed with
adhesive tape.

Sample collection methodology
Dark lipstick was used to collect the lip prints; it was applied to dry lips with a cotton swab.
Lip prints were left on white A4 paper which was divided into two parts: lip prints with a
closed mouth (a) and lip prints with partially open mouth (b).
After the first lip print (a), the lipstick was once again applied with a new cotton swab for
the second lip print (b). Cotton swabs were changed between each application of lipstick to
avoid contamination. For each sample (closed/partially open mouth), it was necessary to
leave at least two lip prints which were eventually fixed with adhesive tape. The remnants
of lipstick were removed with wet wipes. All collected samples were scanned in black and
white and in color (300 dpi) and analyzed in Microsoft Photos 2010 and Microsoft Excel
2010 (Microsoft Office 2010, USA). Scanned lip prints were divided into six types (IA-V) [11]
(Figure 1) according to the Suzuki and Tsuchihashi classification [12]:
Type IA – a vertical line from the beginning to the end of the lip
Type IB – a vertical line to half lip
Type II – a vertical line with a branched end
Type III – intersected lines
Type IV – mesh pattern line
Type V – irregular, indeterminate lines.

Figure 1. Lip prints classification according to Suzuki and Tsuchihashi [12]: (a) Type IA, (b) Type IB, (c) Type II, (d) Type
III, (e) Type IV, (f) Type V.
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For classification of the lip prints, the observers were blinded (every sample was coded).
(UR), upper left (UL), lower left (LL) to lower right (LR) lips. The lip parts were enlarged
in the Microsoft Photos 2010 program (Microsoft, Washington, 2010) to analyze the characteristic lines as efficiently as possible. Each quadrant was first analyzed separately and
then the predominant pattern of the entire lip was scored (MP, HE).

Statistical analysis
All analyzed data were entered into a database in Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Office 2010,
USA) and statistical analysis was performed in SPSS (ver. 18; SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA)
with a statistical significance level set at P ≤ 0.05. Descriptive statistics encompassed numbers and percentages for categorical variables. The association between lip parts was
measured using a correlation test. Discriminant analysis was used to define the existence
of sexual dimorphism, with calculation of the percent of correctly classified cases as the
validation measure.

Scoping review of the literature
The study was registered on Open Science Network https://osf.io/9ytbh/. Findings were reported in a narrative form in accordance with the PRISMA Extension for Scoping Reviews
(PRISMA-ScR) checklist [13]. The two authors (MP and HE) independently extracted the
data, and in case of disagreement, they consulted the third author (ŽB) to reach an agreement. Cohen’s Kappa (K) was calculated to evaluate the interobserver agreement.

Eligibility criteria
Studies were included if they explicitly investigated sexual dimorphism using lip prints,
irrespective of the study design. Editorials, letters, and methodology studies were excluded. This scoping review focused on exploring the accuracy of assessing sexual dimorphism
using lip prints.

Search strategy
The first step included an initial selective search of relevant databases and was followed
by the analysis of the text words contained in the titles, the abstracts, and the index terms
used to describe the articles [14]. Then, a comprehensive literature search was conducted
including both published and unpublished literature. The search strategy was developed
in cooperation with an experienced librarian (AU) from the University of Split, School
of Medicine. A systematic search of the relevant bibliographical databases - including
Medline, Scopus, Web of Science Core Collection (WoSCC), and Cinahl - was conducted. The
search developed for Medline was appropriately adapted for searching in other databases.
We also searched the OpenGrey database for grey literature. The search was performed
on October 23, 2020. References of other studies were screened for potentially eligible
studies, and studies citing included studies were searched through for relevant citation
databases. There were no limitations in terms of language or date, except for searching the
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Each lip print was divided into four quadrants and analyzed starting from the upper right
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grey literature. These were limited to studies written in English due to an expected large
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number of possible study results. The full search strategy used for Medline is available in
Appendix 1.

Study selection
Screening of the search results was carried out using the EndNote tool (EndNote X9,
Clarivate, Philadelphia, PA, 2013). Titles and abstracts of all studies and any full texts were
checked for eligibility by two independent reviewers (MP, HE). Both authors needed the
reach an agreement for a study to be included in the review. In case of a disagreement, the
third reviewer (ŽB) was consulted.

Quality assessment
The quality of included studies was assessed using JBI Critical Appraisal Tools [15]. Two
researchers (MP, HE) appraised the studies. As the JBI Critical Appraisal Tools [15] are intended for medical research, some of the validation criteria were adjusted to better fit the
forensic sciences (Appendix 2).

Data extraction
Two authors (MP, HE) independently extracted data from the included studies. A data extraction form was developed and piloted by ŽB before the final data extraction. The extraction table was piloted by MP and HE by analyzing data from five randomly chosen
papers from the list. The pilot table was not changed afterward. The data extraction form
included the following information: study design (according to the classifications in original studies/papers), setting (country, institution), participants (number of participants,
sex, if the sample size calculator was used, and inclusion and exclusion criteria), interventions (classification methodology, number of quadrants observed, collection, and analysis
methodology), outcomes (if the inter and intraobserver variability was tested, sexual dimorphism, and classification rate), and funding. 		

Summarizing and analyzing data
The two authors (MP and HE) independently extracted the data, and in case of disagreement consulted the third author (ŽB) to reach an agreement. Quantitative pooling of the
individual studies’ data was not possible due to the high diversity of the included studies;
therefore, results were presented descriptively.

Results
Sexual dimorphism of the Croatian population
Separate examination of each quadrant showed that Type III was the most frequent pattern (54%), followed by Type II (32%), Type IA (10%), Type V (3%), and Type IB (1%). Type
IV was not present in the analyzed samples. The upper lips showed dominance of Type III
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(57%), followed by Type II (28%), Type 1A (11%), Type V (3%), and Type 1B (1%). As with
by Type II (36%), Type 1A (10%), and Type V (4%) while Types 1B and IV were not present
on the lower lips. Correlation testing showed a linear correlation between the lip patterns
on the upper and lower lips (including the left and right sides) for the whole sample (male
and female together) with a correlation value of 0.581 to 0.886 (P < 0.001).
The analysis of sexual dimorphism showed that there were no statistically significant differences between males and females when all quadrants were considered together (χ2 =
3.625, P = 0.459). Sex could be estimated for only 55.7% of persons. In the second method
where the predominant pattern was observed on the entire lips, the study showed that the
Type II pattern was the most common (for both men and women) with 30%, then Type IA
with 28% followed by Type III with 25%, and the least represented types were Type V with
14%, Type IB with 3%, and Type IV with 0%. Statistically significant differences between
males and females were not found in the predominant morphology of the lips (Fisher’s
exact test, P = 0.242).

Scoping review
The results of the scoping review process are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. PRISMA flow diagram for the scoping review process.
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the upper lips, the lower lips showed the highest percentage of Type III (50%), followed
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number of included studies was 80. A list of studies included in the scoping review, along
with details regarding their lip print research, is shown in Table 2. Although we initially
found 100 papers, 16 were not available as full texts (the authors did not respond to several e-mail requests for full texts) and four studies were excluded as they did not analyze
sexual dimorphism, thus leaving 80 studies for analysis (Table 2).
In the experimental part of the study (on the sample from the Croatian population), it was
not possible to pinpoint differences between males and females by analyzing quadrants or
the overall predominant appearance of lip prints. Considering the collection methods, our
research has shown that the method by which the clearest lip prints are obtained is with
a darker lipstick and with a closed and/or partially open mouth. In this study, we did not
opt for only one method (closed or partially open mouth) because depending on the shape
and/or thickness of the lips, as well as the strength of pressure applied to the paper, both
methods were sometimes more appropriate for observing morphological features.
To evaluate the analyzed papers in the scoping review, we used the critical appraisal of
research (Appendix 2) and the PRISMA-ScR checklists [15].
To answer the question, Were the criteria for inclusion in the sample clearly defined? we
considered a study “unclear” and marked it with one asterisk if there were no defined
characteristics of what the authors considered a healthy person (e.g., lips without trauma, damage, etc.) and where only the population and age of participants were defined.
A total of 14 studies were considered “unclear” in this category. The studies marked “unclear” with two asterisks were those where the authors stated that they had excluded any
participants with undesirable pathologies, but they did not define them. There were six
such studies. The studies marked “unclear” with three asterisks were those that stated that
their exclusion criteria were hypersensitivity to cosmetics and lesions on the lips. Two
studies were found with these criteria. Six other studies were considered combinations of
the above unclear categories, so we could not opt for one classification. Overall, the studies that named all the inclusion and exclusion criteria were marked as “yes”; 45 studies
fell into this criterion. Seven of the studies did not meet any inclusion or exclusion criteria. Thus, only approximately half of the studies completely fulfilled these criteria. The
question Were confounding factors identified? considered the same criteria as previously
described, thus the number of “yes”, “no”, and “unclear” is the same as in the previous
question.
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Study
design

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Study id

Ahmed, S.
A., et al.,
2018 [16]

Ahuja, P.,
et al., 2018
[17]

Alzapur, A.,
et al., 2017
[18]

Amith, H.
V., et al.,
2012 [19]

Anu, V., et
al., 2020
[21]

9

Augustine,
J., et. al.,
2008 [22]

India

India

Tibet,
India

India

India

Egypt

Country

Families

University

Other

University

Other

Other,
volunteers

Place/
participants

Setting

600

500

1500

100

100

221

Number

280 M,
320 F

250 M,
250 F

50 M,
50 F

50 M,
50 F

105 M,
116 F

Sex

No

No

No

No

No

No

Used
sample size
calculator
Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Inclusion criteria: Patients
without deformity, scars,
abnormalities

Inclusion criteria: subjects with
morphologically healthy look,
devoid of congenital or developmental abnormalities

Inclusion criteria: subjects
10-25 years old and signed
informed consent

Inclusion criteria: young adults
without any disease related to
lips, with normal lip mucosa.
Exclusion criteria: subjects
having any gross congenital
deformities of lips (e.g., cleft
lip), and those with any inflammation, lipstick allergy, and
with any kind of disease

Inclusion criteria. healthy
individuals, 18–25 years old,
Gujarati population

Exclusion criteria: subjects
with inflammations, scars, deformities, or history of plastic
surgery of the lips

Participants

Table 2. The results of the scoping review on the sexual dimorphism of lip prints

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/6

Suzuki [20]/4

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Dark lipstick, dried
on lips, print taken to
scotch tape and cellophane tape, then stuck
to a paper. Scanned
and analyzed in Adobe
Photoshop

Dark colored lipstick
applied by a lipstick
applicator brush. Print
taken with cellophane
tape and then stuck to
chart sheet. Visualized
with a magnifying glass

Dark shaded lipstick
applied on the lips
using a cotton swab.
Lip impression made
on a strip of cellophane
tape and stuck onto a
white paper, recorded
on the consent form.
Visualized with a magnifying lens

Dark lipstick, rubbed,
print taken to folded
bond paper. Visualized
with a magnifying lens

Dark brown lipstick taken with cellophane tape
on white bond paper.
Visualized with a magnifying lens and with a
stereomicroscope

Dark lipstick, print taken
to paper. Visualized
with a magnifying lens

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions
Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

*NA

st-open.unist.hr
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Only in lateral segments/NA

Yes/NA

Yes, for males Type
III and for females
Type IV/NA
‡

No/NA

No/NA

No/NA

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

Outcomes
Inter/intraobserver variability tested?

NA

None

NA

NA

†

None

NA

Funding
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Study
design

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Correlative
study

Crosssectional
study

Study id

Aziz, M. H.
A., et al.,
2016 [23]

Babladi,
P.I., et al.,
2012 [24]

Badiye, A.,
et al., 2016
[25]

Bai, J. S.,
et al., 2018
[26]

Ballur,
M.S., et al.,
2016 [28]

Table 2. Continued
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India

India

India

India

Egyptians,
Malaysians

Country

Place/
participants

University

University

Other
(specific
subpopulation)

University

University

Setting

200

300

400

124

120 (60
Egyptians,
60
Malesians)

Number

100 M,
100 F

150 M,
150 F

200 M,
200 F

66 M,
58 F

60 M,
60 F

Sex

No

No

No

No

No

Used
sample size
calculator

Participants

Exclusion criteria:
subjects with gross deformities of lips like cleft lip,
ulcers, traumatic injury
on the lips and cases
with known allergy to the
lipstick

The lips of each subject
were thoroughly examined
clinically for any deformity, scars, or abnormality.
Exclusion criteria: any
abnormality

Inclusion criteria: healthy
subjects free from any
oral pathology, inflammation, or deformities such
as cleft lip, cut marks or
lesions of the lip

Inclusion criteria: subjects aged 18-22 without
any lesion, whether
active or passive on the
lips. Exclusion criteria:
known hypersensitivity to
lipsticks

Exclusion criteria:
subjects with any known
hypersensitivity to lipstick
or evidence of any pathology such as inflammation,
mucocele, cicatrization,
and deformities such
as cut marks or lesions
of lips

Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Tsuchihashi [27]/1
(entire lower lip);
Vahanwala [29]/1
(entire lower lip)

Tsuchihashi [27]/1
(middle part of the
lower lip)

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/2 (central 1 cm2
of both the upper and
lower lips)

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/1 (middle segment
of lower lip)

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Bright red color and
nonglossy lipstick
was applied on
the lips, then cellophane tape was
applied on the lips
and the prints were
taken on unglazed
white bond paper.
Visualized with a
magnifying lens

Lipstick, dried on
lips, print taken to
cellophane tape,
then stuck to a paper. Visualized with
a magnifying lens

NA

NA

Yes, for types I, I´
and II in females and
types III, IV and V in
males/92 % females
and 83% males

Yes (P< 0.0001)/80%

Yes, for type II in
males and type IV in
females; significant
association at a
level >95% and >99%
between sex and lip
print types/NA

Yes/Kappa
values “very
good”

Photographed in
Frankfurt plane, analyzed on computer.
Only the central lip
part

Yes, in some quadrants/68.3% Egyptian
population, 65%
Malaysian population

Yes, type III in
males and type I in
females/53. 03%
in males, 46.55% in
females

NA

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

Outcomes
Inter/intraobserver variability tested?

Lipstick applied on
NA
the lips, lip-imprints
obtained on a simple bond paper and
coded based on the
name and the sex of
the individuals

Lipstick, print taken
to paper, then stuck
to a (filter) paper.
Visualized with a
magnifying lens

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions
Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

None

NA

NA

NA

NA

Funding
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Basheer,
S., et al.,
2017 [32]

Crosssectional
study

Correlative
study

Bansal, N.,
et al., 2014
[31]

Bharathi,
S., et al.,
2015 [34]

Crosssectional
study

Bansal,
A.K., et al.,
2019 [30]

Crosssectional
prospective
study

Crosssectional
study

Study id

Bharat
Kumar,
E.D., 2017
[33]

Study
design

Table 2. Continued

India

India

India

India

India

Country

University
and
hospital

School

University

University,
Hospital

University

Place/participants

Setting

100

200

858

5000

200

Number

24 M,
76 F

100 M,
100 F

471 M,
387 F

2500
M,
2500 F

100 M,
100 F

Sex

No

No

No

No

No

Used
sample size
calculator

Participants

Inclusion criteria: subjects with no lesions (active or passive). Exclusion
criteria: subjects with
hypersensitivity to lipstick

Inclusion criteria:
subjects between 10-16
years irrespective of their
caste, religion, dietary
habits, and socio-economic status. Exclusion
criteria: gross deformities
of lips like cleft lip, ulcers,
and traumatic injuries on
lips; known allergy to the
lipstick used in the study

Inclusion criteria: signed
informed consent;
participants native to
North Kerala. Exclusion
criteria: patients with any
congenital lip deformity,
acute infection, or any
other disease of the lips;
patients with known hypersensitivity to lipstick

NA

Inclusion criteria:
subjects between 18-21
years. Exclusion criteria:
subjects with congenital
lesions, defects, diseases
and injuries over the lips
and persons with known
hypersensitivity to lipstick

Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Tsuchihashi [27]/4

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Tsuchihashi [27]/1
(middle part of the
lower lip)

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/6

Lipstick applied on
the lips, taken with
cellophane tape,
and stuck to a paper. Visualized with
a magnifying lens

Dark lipstick applied
on the lips, lips
print taken with
cellophane tape and
then stuck on white
paper. Visualized
with a magnifying
lens

Lipstick, print taken
to cellophane tape,
then stuck to a paper. Visualized with
a magnifying lens

Dark lipstick, dried
on lips, print taken
to cellophane tape,
then stuck to a paper. Visualized with
a magnifying lens

Lipstick was
applied on the lips.
First lip print taken
directly on folded
white bond paper
and second lip
impression taken on
a simple glass slide

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions
Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

st-open.unist.hr

NA

None

NA

None

NA

Funding
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Yes, type Ia in males
and type II in females/54% of males,
51% females

Yes, in male types I
and III/NA

Only in upper lip/NA

Yes, for types I, I’, II
in females and types
III, IV in males/56.6 %
of males and 43.4%
of females correctly
classified

Yes, type IV in males,
and type I in females/
NA

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

Outcomes
Inter/intraobserver variability tested?
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Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Dey, A., et al.,
2019 [37]

Divyadharsini,
V., et al., 2019
[38]

Crosssectional
study

Chaudhari,
S.H., et al.,
2017 [36]

Costa, V.A., et
al., 2012 [4]

Crosssectional
epidemiological
study

Study
design

Borase, A. P.,
et al., 2016
[35]

Study id

Table 2. Continued

India

India
(subpopulation)

Portugal

India

India

Country

University

University

Hospital
patients

People
visiting
medical
college
or living
nearby

Other

Place/
participants

Setting

100

280

50

150

496

Number

50 M,
50 F

138 M,
142 F

25 M,
25 F

75 M,
75 F

326 M,
170 F

Sex

No

No

No

No

Yes (but not
population
size calculator, only
healthy lips
patients)

Used
sample size
calculator
Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Inclusion criteria: subjects between
20-30 from Saveetha Dental College
and Hospital; healthy individuals free
of congenital abnormalities, inflammation, trauma, or orthodontic treatment.
Exclusion criteria: subjects allergic
to lipstick or people not willing to
participate

Exclusion criteria: subjects below 15
years, subjects with chapped lips or
allergic reaction to lipstick and males
with moustache covering the whole
upper lip

Inclusion criteria: absence of lip
lesions or abnormalities on lips and
Portuguese geographical origin.
Exclusion criteria: individuals with
known hypersensitivity to lipsticks,
inflammation, trauma, congenital, or
other abnormalities of the lips

Inclusion criteria: subjects 25-50 years
old; with lips free from any pathology,
having normal transition zone between
the mucosa and skin. Exclusion criteria:
individuals with known allergy to
lipstick, inflammation of lips, trauma,
malformation, deformity, surgical scars,
facial palsy, and active lesions

Inclusion criteria: subjects with no
lesions on the lips

Participants

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/1 (the entire lip)

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

El Domiaty et al. [1]/6

Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

Lipstick applied
with a brush, lip
print taken with a
cellophane tape and
stuck on a white
paper. Visualized
using a magnifying
glass

Lipstick was applied with a brush,
lip print taken with a
cellophane tape and
stuck on the white
sheet

Dark lipstick rubbed
or not rubbed
before taking prints,
prints taken on
white paper and
cellophane tape.
Photographed.
Visualized with a
magnifying lens

Dark lipstick,
applied on lips, print
taken to cellophane
tape, then stuck to
a paper. Visualized
with a magnifying
lens

Lip liner + dark
lipstick, dried on
lips, print taken to
cellophane tape,
then stuck to a
paper. Scanned and
visualized with a
magnifying lens

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Inter/
intraobserver
variability
tested?

Yes, type I in females
and types IV (32%)
and V (30%) in males/
NA

Yes, in some quadrants/NA

Yes, for type III in
males and type II
females/64% males,
72% females

Yes, type I, I’ and
type II in females and
type III and type IV in
males/NA

Yes - for some types
on upper lip/NA

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

Outcomes

NA

NA

NA

None

None

Funding

RESEARCH ARTICLE

Paušić et al.

Crosssectional
study

Gouda,
S., et al.,
2017
[41]

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

El
Domiaty,
M.A., et
al., 2010
[1]

Gupta,
S., et al.,
2014
[42]

Crosssectional
study

Study
design

Dixit, A.,
et al.,
2019
[39]

Study id

Table 2. Continued

Probably
India

India

Saudi
Arabia
(region)

India
(students
from
India and
Africa)

Country

Other

University

Other,
including
13 identical twins
and 19
families

University

Place/
participants

Setting

378

100

966

20

Number

189
M,
189
F

50
M,
50 F

426
M,
540
F

10
M,
10 F

Sex

No

No

No

No

Used
sample
size calculator
Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Inclusion criteria: 18 - 30 years; subjects having full dentition; lips free from any pathology,
having absolutely normal transition zone between the mucosa and skin; healthy subjects,
free of congenital abnormalities, inflammation,
trauma, and orthodontic treatment. Exclusion
criteria: subjects with malformation, deformity,
inflammation, trauma, surgical scars (e.g.,
operation for cleft palate), and other abnormalities of the lips and palate

Inclusion criteria: students with normal transition zone between the mucosa and skin and
free from any pathology

Exclusion criteria: any inflammation, cicatrisation, or deformity of lips

No

Participants

Suzuki and
Tsuchihashi [12]/4

Suzuki and
Tsuchihashi [12]/4

Renaud [40]/6

Suzuki and
Tsuchihashi [12]/4

13

Red and brown lipstick,
print taken to cellophane
tape, then stuck to a
paper. Visualized using a
magnifying lens

Red color lipstick (nonglossy and non-metallic).
Lip prints taken by rolling
the paper on to the lips
with application of slight,
gentle pressure. The lips
kept slightly separated
and relaxed during manipulation. After taking the
impression a cellophane
strip was stuck on the
paper. Visualized using
a magnifying hand lens
with direct light focused
on it

Dark lipstick, dried on
lips, print taken to scotch
tape and cellophane
tape, then stuck to a
paper, with three different
methods

First applied lip balm, and
then lipstick. Lip prints
pressed to a white paper
and preserved using a
transparent cellophane
tape. Examination by
hand magnifier and
stereomicroscope

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions
Classification
methodology/number of parts he lips
were divided to

st-open.unist.hr

Yes

None

NA

None

Funding

RESEARCH ARTICLE

Intersecting
pattern was the
most common
in females
and branching
pattern in
males. Sexual
dimorphism
otherwise not
compared/27.7%
in females,
28.1% in males

No/NA

NA

Yes, three
observers/
Calculated
Kappa values/Varied
between
quadrants
from poor
to almost
perfect

No/NA

In some types
and some quadrants/NA

NA

NA

Results differences between
sexes/% of correctly classified

Outcomes
Inter/intraobserver
variability
tested?

2021 Vol. 2 • e2021.2013.10
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Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Ishaq, N., et
al., 2018 [45]

Crosssectional
study

Hammad, M.,
et al., 2014
[6]

Herrera,L.M.,
et al., 2018
[44]

Crosssectional
study

Gupta, S., et
al., 2011 [43]

Study id

Study
design

Table 2. Continued

Pakistan

Brazil

Pakistan

Probably
India

Country

University

Other (volunteers)

University
students

Other

Place/participants

Setting

250

50

100

150

Number

125 M,
125 F

25 M,
25 F

30 M,
70 F

75 M,
75 F

Sex

Yes

No

No

No

Used
sample size
calculator

Participants

Inclusion criteria: students. Exclusion criteria:
subjects sensitive to lipstick and having lesions,
trauma, malformation,
and deformity, or scars

Inclusion criteria:
subjects without any
kind of inflammation or
lesions /malformations
on the lips and any other
characteristics that
could allow their recognition. Exclusion criteria:
subjects with allergy to
lip cosmetics

Inclusion criteria: subject free from any active
or passive lesions on
lips. Exclusion criteria:
subjects with gross
deformities of lips like
cleft lip, ulcers, traumatic injuries on lips, known
allergy to the lipstick
used in the study

Inclusion criteria:
subjects having full
dentition; lips free from
any pathology, having
normal transition zone
between the mucosa
and the skin. Exclusion
criteria: subjects with
malformation, deformity,
inflammation, trauma,
surgical scars (e.g., operation for cleft palate)
and other abnormalities
of the lips

Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Tsuchihashi [27]/1 (the
entire lip)

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/6

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/1 (the entire lip)

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Dark lipstick, print
taken to cellophane
tape, then stuck to
a paper

Red non-metallic
lipstick applied on
lip. Print taken to
cellophane tape,
then stuck to a
paper. Lip prints
provided on different supports: white
sheet of paper,
drinking glass and
CDs. Lip prints
photographed with
a digital camera

Lipstick, print taken
to paper

Red (for females)
and brown (for
males) colored
lipstick applied on
lips, print taken to
cellophane tape,
then stuck to a paper. Visualized with
a magnifying lens

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions
Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

NA

NA

NA

NA

Inter/intraobserver variability tested?

Yes, for males Type III
and for females Type
I/76.8%

No /NA

No/NA

No/NA

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

Outcomes

NA

NA

NA

NA

Funding

RESEARCH ARTICLE

Paušić et al.

Karki, R.K.,
2012 [48]

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Kapoor, N.,
et al., 2017
[47]

Kautilya,
D.V., et al.,
2013 [50]

Crosssectional
study

Jeergal, P.
A., et al.
2016 [46]

Randomized
cross-sectional study

Crosssectional
study

Study id

Kaul, R., et
al., 2015
[49]

Study
design

Table 2. Continued
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South India

India

Nepal

India

India

Country

University
students

General

University
students

Other
(subpopulation)

Other

Place/participants

Setting

100

755

150

200

200

Number

50 M,
50 F

375 M,
380 F

75 M,
75 F

100 M,
100 F

100 M,
100 F

Sex

No

No

No

No

No

Used
sample size
calculator

Participants

Exclusion criteria:
subjects with any lip
anomalies or any active
lesions on the lips and
with any known allergy to
lipstick

Inclusion criteria:
Individuals aged above
1 year with lips free
from any pathology and
having absolutely normal
transition zone between
the mucosa and skin.
Exclusion criteria: individuals with known allergy to
lipstick, inflammation of
lips, trauma, malformation, deformity, surgical
scars, facial palsy, and
active lesions of the lips

Inclusion criteria: lips
free from any pathology,
having normal transition
zone between the mucosa
and skin

Inclusion criteria: only
healthy subjects, free
from any oral pathologies,
inflammation, abnormalities, or deformities such
as cleft lip, cut marks,
surgical scars, or lesions
of the lip

Exclusion criteria: participants with any evidence
of disease and injury of
the lips, dry lips, cleft lip,
laceration, and scars

Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/6

Tsuchihashi [27]/4

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/8

Dark lipstick,
dried on lips, print
(separately upper
and lower lip) taken
to cellophane tape,
then stuck to a paper. Visualized with
a magnifying lens

Lipstick, dried on
lips, print taken to
cellophane tape,
then stuck to a paper. Visualized with
a magnifying lens

Brown or red
colored lipstick
applied on cleaned
lips; taken to white
papers, fixed on
cardboard

Photographed in
Frankfurt plane, analyzed on computer

Lipstick, dried on
lips, print taken to
cellophane tape,
then stuck to a
paper. Scanned
and analyzed on
computer

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions
Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

NA

NA

NA

Yes, in some lip
parts/NA

No/35.4% females;
17.4% males

Yes, Type I and I’ was
more common in
males, Type I was rare
in females/NA

Yes, type I for males
and type III for
females/NA

Yes/NA

None

NA

NA

NA

None

Funding

RESEARCH ARTICLE

Yes, two different examiners/
Kappa value
“good” to “very
good”

NA

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

Outcomes
Inter/intraobserver variability tested?
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Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Krishnan,
R. P., et al.,
2016 [54]

Manikya,
S., et al.,
2018 [55]

Crosssectional
study

Kinra, M.,
et al., 2014
[52]

Koneru, A.,
et al., 2013
[53]

Crosssectional
study

Kelasi,
P.S.A., et
al., 2019
[51]

Study id

Study
design

Table 2. Continued

India

India

India

India

India

Country

University
(three
subpopulations)

University

University
(two
subpopulations)

Hospital

University
students

Place/participants

Setting

180

50

60

40

50

Number

90 M,
90 F

25 M,
25 F

30 M,
30 F

20M,
20F

25 M,
25 F

Sex

Yes

No

No

No

No

Used
sample size
calculator

Participants

Inclusion criteria: lips and
rugae without any inflammatory disease, trauma,
malformation, deformity,
and scars

Inclusion criteria:
individuals with no lip or
finger pathology, healthy
periodontium, and dental
cavity-free canines

Inclusion criteria:
subjects whose lips were
free from any pathology
such as inflammation,
mucocele, cicatrization,
and deformities such
as cut marks or lesions.
Exclusion criteria: any
known hypersensitivity to
the lipstick that was used

Inclusion criteria:
normal lips without any
congenital malformations, traumatic injuries,
or infectious disease.
Exclusion criteria:
patients with congenital
lip lesions, medical
history of disease in lips
or traumatic injuries, and
known hypersensitivity to
lipstick

Exclusion criteria:
subjects undergoing
orthodontic treatment,
presence of congenital lip abnormalities,
inflammation or trauma
of lips, hypersensitivity to
lipsticks

Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Tsuchihashi [27]/6

Tsuchihashi [27]/1 (the
entire lip)

Tsuchihashi [27]/4

Tsuchihashi [27]/1
(middle part of the
lower lip)

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/6 (only some parts
were analyzed)

Vaseline + lipstick,
rubbed, print
taken to tape, then
stuck to a paper.
Visualized with a
magnifying lens

Lip pencil + dark
lipstick, print taken
to cellophane tape,
then stuck to paper.
Visualized with a
magnifying lens

Dark, bright,
nonglossy lipstick,
dried on lips, print
taken to cellophane
tape, then stuck to
a paper. Visualized
with a magnifying
lens

Dark lipstick, dried
on lips using a
brush on both
the lips till the
vermilion border.
Print taken to a
strip of cellophane
tape on the glued/
sticky portion, then
stuck to a paper.
Visualized with a
magnifying lens

A thin film of
lipstick applied
into cleaned and
dried lips; the
impressions of the
lips taken on folded
white bond papers

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions
Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

NA

NA

NA

Yes/Good
(Cohen kappa
> 0,8)

NA

Inter/intraobserver variability tested?

Yes, in some types,
varies between
subpopulations/61%
males, 59% females

Yes, for types I and I´
in females and type IV
in males/NA

Yes, types IV and
V for males and
types I and I´ for
females/29,2%, 21,7%
males and 43,3%, 30%
females

No/NA

Yes, type IV for
males and type II for
females/No

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

Outcomes

None

NA

NA

None

Yes

Funding

RESEARCH ARTICLE

Paušić et al.
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Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Nagalaxmi,
V., et al.,
2014 [59]

Crosssectional
study

Moshfeghi,
M., et al.,
2016 [57]

Multani, S.,
et al., 2014
[58]

Crosssectional
study

Mantilla
Hernandez,
J.C., et al.,
2015 [56]

Study id

Study
design

Table 2. Continued

India

India

Iran

Colombia

Country

Hospital

Other

University,
Hospital

University

Place/participants

Setting

60

200

96

60

Number

30 M,
30 F

100 M,
100 F

22 M,
74 F

30 M
30 F

Sex

No

No

No

No

Used
sample size
calculator

Participants

Exclusion criteria:
subjects with congenital anomalies, soft
tissue surgeries, trauma,
orthodontic treatment,
orthognathic surgeries,
malocclusions, attrition
and other regressive
alterations of teeth, caries
free teeth, normal molar
and canine relationship

Exclusion criteria: subjects with any inflammation, trauma, congenital
deformity, or any other
disease of lips or known
hypersensitivity

Inclusion criteria: absence
of any inflammation, ulcer,
pathology, deformity, or
surgical scars on the lips,
no history of physical
trauma to the lips, no
smoking and no lip
chewing habits. Exclusion
criteria: individuals
allergic to cosmetics and
subjects with non-Iranian
ethnicity

Inclusion criteria:
subjects without lesions
on the lips. Exclusion
criteria: subjects with
known hypersensitivity to
lipstick

Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/6

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/1 (the middle part
of lower lip)

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/6

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/1 (the middle third
of the lower lip)

Bright lipstick, dried
on lips, print taken
to cellophane tape,
then stuck to a paper. Visualized with
a magnifying lens

Dark eyeshadow,
print taken to cellophane tape, then
stuck to a paper.
Visualized with a
magnifying lens

Lips cleaned
thoroughly by gently
wiping a dipped roll
of cotton wool in
a povidone-iodine
cleansing solution.
Non-glossy
oil-free lipstick
gently applied to
the vermilion on
both upper and
lower lips. Lip print
made using scotch
tape (pressure from
the middle of the
lips towards the
corners); the tape
glued to white paper. Visualized with
a magnifying lens

Red lipstick,
white bond paper,
adhesive tape.
Visualized with a
magnifying lens

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions
Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

Yes, for males type
III and females Type
I´/88,4% males, 81,7%
females

Yes, type III in males,
type I in females/
varies in different age
groups from 29.4% to
96.5%

Yes, in some lip
parts/NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes, type V for
NA
females and type I'
for males/36,6% in
females, 40% in males

Funding

RESEARCH ARTICLE

Yes/Kappa
coefficient
(73.33%)

NA

Yes/Very good
(weighted
kappa >0.9)

NA

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

Outcomes
Inter/intraobserver variability tested?
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Cross
sectional
(correlative)
study

Negi, A., et
al., 2016 [64]

Crosssectional
study

Nagpal, B.,
et al., 2015
[62]

Correlative
study

Comparative
(correlative)
study

Nagasupriya,
A., et al.,
2011 [60]

Naik, R., et
al., 2017 [63]

Study design

Study id

Table 2. Continued

India

India

India,
Malaysia

India

Country

General

University
students

University
students

University

Place/participants

Setting

200

100

60

200

Number

100 M, 100 F

50 M, 50 F

20 M (12
Indians
and 8
Malaysians),
40 F (18
Indians
and 22
Malaysians)

100 M, 100 F

Sex

No

No

No

No

Used
sample size
calculator

Participants

Exclusion criteria:
subjects with any
pathology of the
lips and fingers
that could affect
the lip print and
the fingerprint

Inclusion criteria:
lips free from any
pathology

Exclusion criteria:
individuals with
known hypersensitivity to
lipsticks, with any
malformation,
inflammation, trauma, scar, or any
other abnormality
of the lip

Inclusion criteria:
individuals free
from any pathology of the lips or
fingers

Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Nagasupriy et al.
[60]/1 (the middle-third
portion of the lower lip)
modified

Tsuchihashi [27]/6

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/6

Santos [61], Suzuki
and Tsuchihashi [12]/4
(middle part of upper
lip)

Dark lipstick, print
taken to cellophane tape, then
stuck to a paper

The outline of the
lips marked with a
lip liner and then a
red lipstick evenly
applied with a
lipstick brush. A
lip print left on
Whatman filter
paper. Visualized
using a magnifying lens

Lipstick without
oil or matte
lipstick applied to
cleansed lips using lipstick brushes. The prints
made on sticky
paper by placing
between the lips.
Visualized using a
magnifying glass
with light

Dark lipstick, dried
on lips, print taken
to cellophane
tape, then stuck
to a paper.
Visualized with a
magnifying lens

Collection/analysis methodology

Interventions
Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

NA

NA

No/NA

No//NA

No/NA

No/NA

NA

NA

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

Inter/intraobserver variability tested?

Outcomes

None

None

NA

NA

Funding

RESEARCH ARTICLE

Paušić et al.

Study
design

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Study id

Oliveira,
J.A:, et al.,
2012 [65]

Padmavathi,
B. N., et al.,
2013 [66]

Peeran, S.
W., et al.,
2015 [67]

Popa, M. F.,
et al., 2013
[68]

Prabhu, R.V.,
et al., 2012
[69]

Table 2. Continued
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India

Romania

Lybia
(subpopulation)

India

India

Country

University
and
Hospital

University

Other

Hospital,
volunteers
(patients)

University,
Hospital
students

Place/participants

Setting

100

100

104

250

104

Number

/

50 M,
50 F

37 M,
67 F

/

54M,
50 F

Sex

No

No

No

No

No

Used
sample size
calculator

Participants

Exclusion criteria: subjects with inflammation,
ulcers, trauma, congenital
developmental defects,
malformation, deformity,
surgical scars, and other
abnormalities of lips;
subjects with allergy to
cosmetics (lipstick)

Exclusion criteria: subjects showing inflammations, malformations,
surgical scars, or any
other lip associated
pathology

Exclusion criteria: subjects with gross deformities of lips, known allergy
to lipstick materials, and
those having active
lesions on their lips

Exclusion criteria:
subjects with hypersensitivity to cosmetics and lip
lesions

Exclusion criteria: subjects with inflammation,
ulcers, trauma, congenital
developmental defects,
malformation, deformity,
surgical scars (e.g., operation for cleft lip), and
other abnormalities of
lips; subjects with allergy
to cosmetics (lipstick)

Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/6

Tsuchihashi [27]/4

Lip liner + lipstick,
dried on lips, print
taken separately
for upper and lower
lip on scotch and
cellophane tape,
then stuck to a
paper. Scanned in
grey and analyzed
on computer

Lipstick, dried on
lips, print taken to
paper. Visualized
with a magnifying
lens

Dark lipstick, print
taken to paper.
Visualized with a
magnifying lens

Dark lipstick, dried
on lips, print taken
to cellophane tape,
then stuck to a paper. Photographed
and analyzed on
computer

Red lipstick applied
to a dry closed
mouth. The lips
pressed lightly from
left to right on white
paper supported on
a glass plate. The
print covered with
transparent adhesive tape on white
paper. Visualized
using a magnifying
glass

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions
Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

RESEARCH ARTICLE

No NA

No/Na

No/NA

No/Na

No/NA

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

Outcomes
Inter/intraobserver variability tested?

None

NA

NA

None

NA

Funding
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Pilot study

Crosssectional
study

Ragab, A. R.,
et al., 2013
[72]

Crosssectional
study

Priya, S.P., et
al., 2019 [71]

Priyadharshini,
K. I., et al.,
2018 [7]

Crosssectional
study

Prasad, P., et
al., 2011 [70]

Study id

Study
design

Table 2. Continued

Egypt

India

United Arab
Emirates

India

Country

Other

University

University
students

University
students

Place/participants

Setting

955

100

102

100

Number

235
M,
720 F

50 M,
50 F

52M,
50F

50 M,
50 F

Sex

No

No

No

No

Used
sample size
calculator
Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Inclusion criteria: lips
free from any pathology with normal transition zone between the
mucosa and skin

Inclusion criteria: lips
free from any pathology, normal transition
zone between the
mucosa and the skin.
Exclusion criteria:
hypersensitivity to
lipsticks and subjects
undergoing orthodontics treatment

Exclusion criteria: individuals having lesions
on the lips and/or with
known hypersensitivity
to lipsticks

Inclusion criteria: no lip
lesions, no hypersensitivity to lipstick

Participants

Renaud [40]/6

Tsuchihashi [27]/1 (the
entire lip)

Tsuchihashi [27]/8

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/8

Lipstick, dried on lips,
print taken to paper by
different techniques
(light pressure, lips
rolling), then stuck to
a paper. Visualized
with a magnifying lens,
scanned, and analyzed
on computer

Dark lipstick, rubbed,
print taken. Visualized
with a magnifying lens

Latently and superimposed, the lips made
on a standard ten-sip
porcelain cup within
two minutes (without
rosy lips) and developed
with fingerprint powder.
Lipstick applied with a
disposable applicator
and a strip of clear
cellophane tape with the
sticky side touching the
lip patted to get prints.
The prints taken on white
paper and photographed
with a digital camera

Dark lipstick, dried on
lips, print taken to cellophane tape, then stuck to
a paper. Visualized with
a magnifying lens

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions
Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

NA

Not clear

NA

NA

Inter/intraobserver variability tested?

No/NA

Yes, in all types
(P=0.036) except type
I/NA

Yes, in some quadrants/NA

NA/NA

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

Outcomes

NA

None

NA

NA

Funding

RESEARCH ARTICLE

Paušić et al.

Preliminary
study

Crosssectional
study

Observational
study

Randhawa, K.,
et al., 2011 [74]

Sagar, S., et al.,
2019 [76]

Study design

Ramakrishnan,
P., et al., 2015
[73]

Study id

Table 2. Continued

India

India

India

Country

University

University

University,
Hospital

Place/participants

Setting

200

600

100

Number

100
M,
100 F

289
M,
311 F

50 M,
50 F

Sex

Yes

No

No

Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Inclusion criteria:
subjects with healthy
permanent teeth
(full complement),
ideal dental occlusion,
healthy. Exclusion
criteria: subjects allergic
to cosmetics, with any
pathologies (like ulcer,
trauma, presence of
cleft lip or cleft palate,
or abnormalities like
malocclusion, dental
caries, periodontitis),
tobacco users and those
with parafunctional
habits

Exclusion criteria: individuals with inflammation, trauma, congenital
deformity, or any other
disease of the lips and
any known hypersensitivity to the lipstick

Exclusion criteria:
subjects with any known
hypersensitivity to
lipsticks and those with
congenital or pathological abnormalities,
inflammation, or trauma

Participants
Used
sample size
calculator

Lip prints left on
cellophane tape
(with fixed and
closed lips), print
taken to cellophane
tape, then stuck on
a paper. Visualized
with a magnifying
lens
NA

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/1 (middle part of
the lower lip)

Lipstick, dried on
lips, print taken to
cellophane tape,
then stuck to a paper. Sudan Black B
lysochromic reagent
placed onto the lip
print with a dusting
brush. Visualized
with a magnifying
lens

Tsuchihashi [75]/1
(middle part of the
lower lip)

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions
Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

NA

NA

21

No/NA

Yes, for type I in
females and type III in
males/NA

Yes, for types III, IV
and V in females’
population/NA

None

NA

NA

Funding
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Yes, Cohen's
kappa=0,880,
significant
agreement

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

Outcomes
Inter/intraobserver variability tested?
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Senthil,
K.M., et al.,
2017 [78]

Sandhu, H.,
et al., 2017
[77]

Study id

Crosssectional
survey

Crosssectional
study

Study
design

Table 2. Continued

India

India

Country

Teaching
hospital

University,
Hospital

Place/participants

Setting

200

1200

Number

100 M,
100 F

540 M,
660 F

Sex

No

Yes

Used
sample size
calculator
Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

22
Inclusion criteria: Gujarati
subjects in age group
18-24 years having
healthy lips and fingertips. Exclusion criteria:
subjects with a history
of skin allergy, trauma,
malformation, deformity,
surgical scars, active
lesion of fingers and lips,
composite finger pattern
and Type V lip pattern

Inclusion criteria: healthy
males and females with
no systemic, metabolic, dermatological or,
endocrinal disease;
individuals who were
non-syndromic; individuals born and brought
up in Sriganganagar
(Northwestern India)
and of Indo-Aryan ethnic
origin. Exclusion criteria:
individuals with missing
anterior teeth; individuals
with permanent scars on
fingers or lips caused by
injuries, inflammation, or
surgery; individuals with
worn fingerprints, extra,
webbed, or bandaged
fingers; bacterial, viral, or
fungal infections affecting lips and hands

Participants

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/1 (middle part of
the lower lip)

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/6

Brown and pink
colored non-glossy
lipstick dried on
lips, print taken to
cellophane tape,
then stuck to a paper. Visualized with
a magnifying lens

Dark lipstick, dried
on lips, print taken
to cellophane tape,
then stuck to a paper. Visualized with
a magnifying lens

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions
Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

NA

Yes/Kappa=0,8

Inter/intraobserver variability tested?

No/NA

No/NA

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

Outcomes

None

NA

Funding
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Crosssectional
study

Clinical
study

Sharma, V.,
et al., 2014
[82]

Crosssectional
study

Sharma, P.,
et al., 2009
[80]

Sharma, R.,
et al., 2015
[81]

Crosssectional
study

Shah, K.K.,
et al., 2015
[79]

Study id

Study
design

Table 2. Continued
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India

India

India

India

Country

University

University
students

University

Other

Place/participants

Setting

200

201

100

200

Number

100 M,
100 F

107 M,
94 F

50
M,50 F

100M,
100 F

Sex

No

No

No

No

Used
sample size
calculator

Participants

Inclusion criteria:
subjects free from any
lesions on their lips.
Exclusion criteria: subjects with any lip anomalies or any lesions on
the lips, those with any
known allergy to lipstick,
and those who were not
willing to participate

Exclusion criteria:
presence of any inflammation, pathology, or
developmental anomaly
on lips and patients with
known hypersensitivity
with lipstick

Inclusion criteria: individuals with no lesions on
the lips

Inclusion criteria:
subjects willing to
participate, between
the age group of 17-25
years and free from
scars or lesions on the
lips. Exclusion criteria:
Subjects not willing to
participate, deformities of lips like cleft
lip, ulcers, traumatic
injury, inflammation, or
orthodontic treatment
and subjects allergic to
the lipstick

Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/2 (upper and lower
lips in the midline)

Tsuchihashi [27]/1 (the
entire lip)

Tsuchihashi [27]/1
(middle part of the
lower lip)

NA

Dark lipstick, dried
on lips, print taken
to cellophane tape,
then stuck to a paper. Visualized with
a magnifying lens

Dark lipstick, dried
on lips, print taken
to cellophane tape,
then stuck to a paper. Visualized with
a magnifying lens

Dark lipstick, dried
on lips, print taken
to cellophane tape,
then stuck to a paper. Visualized with
a magnifying lens

Lipstick, lip print
taken on paper or
cellophane tape

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions
Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

None

NA

NA

Funding

RESEARCH ARTICLE

Yes, for males types
III and IV, and females
Types I and I´/78%
males, 84% females

No/NA

Yes, for some types (I,
I´, IV and V)/NA

No/NA

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

Outcomes
Inter/intraobserver variability tested?
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24

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Tandon, A.,
et al., 2017
[85]

Thermadam,
T.P., et al.,
2020 [86]

Crosssectional
study

Singh, J., et
al., 2012 [83]

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Šimović, M.,
et al., 2016
[9]

Sonal, V., et
al., 2005 [84]

Study
design

Study id

Table 2. Continued

India

India

India

India

Croatia

Country

University

Other

Other

University

General
population

Place/participants

Setting

2112

100

50

60

90

Number

1056
M,
1056 F

50 M,
50 F

20M,
30F

30 M,
30 F

40 M,
50 F

Sex

No

No

No

No

No

Used sample size
calculator
Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Exclusion criteria: persons
with lip scars, lip lesions, lip
congenital deformities, and
persons with hypersensitivity to lipstick

Inclusion criteria: individuals with competent
lips. Exclusion criteria:
individuals with incompetent
lips such as inflammation,
trauma, malformation,
deformity, surgical scars,
and active lesions of lips.
Individuals with Type V –
unidentified type

Inclusion criteria: individuals
having no lesions. Exclusion
criteria: individuals with
known hypersensitivity to
lipsticks

Inclusion criteria: lips free
from any pathology, normal
transition zone between
the mucosa and the skin.
Exclusion criteria: individuals with known hypersensitivity to lipstick

Inclusion criteria: individuals
with healthy lips and those
without any visible signs of
previous trauma

Participants

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Suzuki [20]/4

Tsuchihashi [27]/4

Tsuchihashi [27]/1 (the
entire lip)

Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

Dark lipstick, dried on
the lips, the print of the
upper and lower lips
taken separately on
cellophane tape, and
then glued to the paper.
Visualized using a
magnifying glass

Dark lipstick, dried on
lips, print taken to cellophane tape, then stuck
to a paper. Visualized
with a magnifying lens

A dark colored frosted
lipstick, thin bond paper,
magnifying lens, pen for
labelling details

Dark lipstick, dried on
lips, print taken to cellophane tape, then stuck
to a paper. Visualized
with a magnifying lens

Lips photographed with
a centimeter measure
with a digital apparatus.
Respondents applied
red matte lipstick in
front of the mirror. The
slightly dissolved lip
print copied onto white
paper; then covered with
transparent adhesive
tape and digitally photographed

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Inter/intraobserver
variability
tested?

None

NA

NA

NA

Funding

Yes, for type I´ and
None
type I in males and
type IV females/92,3%
and 96,8% in males,
93,7% in females

Yes, for type I in
females/NA

100% females and
80% males correctly
classified

Yes/NA

Yes/NA

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

Outcomes
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25

Crosssectional
study

Verghese, A.
J., et al., 2010
[91]

Crosssectional
study

Vaishnavi, A.,
et al., 2019
[89]

Crosssectional
study

Crosssectional
study

Topczydlo, A.,
et al., 2018
[88]

Vats, Y., et al.,
2012 [90]

Crosssectional
study

Thomas, A.J.,
et al., 2018
[87]

Study id

Study
design

Table 2. Continued

India

India

India

Poland

India,
Malaysia

Country

University

Other
(subpopulations)

University

Other

Other

Place/participants

Setting

100

1399

50

242

128

Number

50 M,
50 F

781 M,
618 F

25 M,
25 F

76 M,
166 F

66 M,
62 F

Sex

No

No

No

No

No

Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Inclusion criteria. subjects aged 25 - 40 years.
Exclusion criteria: any
disease or deformity of
the lips

Inclusion criteria: lips
free from any pathologies
such as inflammation,
mucocele, cicatrization,
and deformities such as
cut mark or lesions

Inclusion criteria: individuals without any lesions
on their lips. Exclusion
criteria: individuals sensitive to the lipstick

Exclusion criteria: persons with lip damage or
playing brass instruments

Exclusion criteria: subjects with lip inflammation, ulcers, congenital
defects, surgical scars,
and history of hypersensitivity reaction to lipsticks

Participants
Used
sample size
calculator

Tsuchihashi [27]/3

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4

Vaishnavi [89]/4

Vahanwala [29], Suzuki
and Tsuchihashi [12],
Topczydlo [88]/4; 1
(middle part of the
lower lip); 1 (whole lip
print)

Tsuchihashi [27]/1
(middle part of the
lower lip)

Lipstick was
applied on the lips,
then cellophane
tape was applied
on the lips and the
prints were taken

Lip balm (wiped
after minute)
+ dark lipstick,
dried on lips, print
(upper and lower lip
separately) taken
on cellophane tape,
then stuck on a paper. Visualized with
a magnifying lens

Not glossy dark colored lipstick, print
taken to cellophane
tape, then stuck to
a paper. Visualized
with a magnifying
lens

No/only the methodology of the analysis (Vahanwala’s
method, the method
based on the
mid-section of lower lip print and the
author’s method)

Not-glossy red
lipstick, imprint
placed on paper
and covered with
cellophane tape.
Visualized with
magnifying lens

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions
Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

NA

NA

NA

No

NA

Funding

NA

NA

None

NA

Yes

RESEARCH ARTICLE

No/NA

Yes, for some
quadrants and some
populations/NA

Yes, in some quadrants/NA

Yes, for their own
method/varies on a
method from 44% to
79.8%

No/NA

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

Outcomes
Inter/intraobserver variability tested?
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Observational
study

Yandava, S.,
et al., 2020
[93]

Cross-sectional
study

Cross-sectional
correlation
study

Verma, P.,
et al., 2013
[92]

Yendriwat,
et al., 2019
[94]

Study design

Study id

Table 2. Continued

Malaysia,
China

India

India

Country

University

University

University

Place/participants

Setting

30

196

208

Number

15 M,
15 F

78 M,
118 F

85 M,
123 F

Sex

No

No

No

Used
sample size
calculator

Participants

26
Exclusion criteria:
subjects with hypersensitivity towards
lipstick, pathological
conditions on the lips
during the study, history of surgery on the
lips, and individuals
with deformities on
the lips post-accident

Inclusion criteria:
subjects free from
any active or passive
lip lesions. Exclusion
criteria: gross
deformities of lips
like cleft lip, surgical
interventions, ulcers,
traumatic injuries
on lips, cracked lips;
known allergy to the
lipstick ingredients

Exclusion criteria:
subjects undergoing orthodontic
treatment, presence
of congenital lip
abnormalities, inflammation or trauma of
lips, hypersensitivity
to lipsticks

Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Tsuchihashi [27]/4

Suzuki [20]/4

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]

Lip liner + lipstick,
print taken to
scotch tape, then
stuck to a paper.
Visualized with a
magnifying lens

Dark colored lipstick. Prints taken
on a rough surface
with center portion
of lips dabbed first
and then pressed
uniformly to either
side

Red lipstick
applied evenly to
cleansed lips with
a stick, in one
stroke. The lip print
taken on sticky
cellophane tape
and taped to white
paper. Visualized
using a magnifying
glass

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions
Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

NA

NA

Yes, P=0.048/NA

Yes, in some quadrants/NA

Yes, two
No/NA
observers/
Wilcoxon
signed‑rank
test showing
an insignificant
inter observer
bias

Inter/intraobserver variability tested?

Outcomes

RESEARCH ARTICLE

None

None

None

Funding

Paušić et al.

Croatia

Malaysia,
India

27

‡

Other

University

Place/participants

Setting

Country

*NA – not declared.
None – no funding or self-funding.
Yes – declared.

Crosssectional
study

This study

†

Crosssectional
study

Zaaba, N.
A. A. B., et
al., 2020
[95]

Study id

Study
design

Table 2. Continued

176

40

Number

88 M,
88 F

20 M,
20 F

Sex

No

No

Used
sample size
calculator

Participants

Exclusion criteria: participants allergic to some
of the ingredients of
lipsticks and/or adhesive
tapes and those who
have anomalies of the
lips, viscerocranium, or
teeth

Inclusion criteria: lips
free from any injuries or
deformities, no cracked
or chapped lips; smooth
lips with no other irregularities seen on the lips

Inclusion/
Exclusion criteria

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/4 (and whole lip)

Suzuki and Tsuchihashi
[12]/1 (the entire lip)

Dark-colored
lipstick applied with
a cotton swab to
dry lips. Lip prints
left on white paper
divided into two
parts: lip prints
with closed mouths
and lip prints with
partially open
mouths. Prints fixed
with adhesive tape,
scanned in black
and white and in
color, and analyzed
in Microsoft Photos

Dark colored
lipstick + lipstick
applicator, print
taken to cellophane
tape, then stuck to
a paper. Visualized
with a magnifying
glass

Collection/analysis
methodology

Interventions
Classification methodology/number of parts
he lips were divided to

No/NA

Yes, for type I in females of Indian population, and type III in
males of Malaysian
population/NA

None

None

Funding

RESEARCH ARTICLE

Yes/NA

NA

Results differences
between sexes/% of
correctly classified

Outcomes
Inter/intraobserver variability tested?
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For the question, Were the study subjects and the setting described in detail? we marked a
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study as “unclear” with one asterisk if the respondents were not well/clearly selected (sex
and/or inclusion and exclusion criteria were not defined). The number of these studies
was 11. For example, Ragab, A., et al. [72] had 955 respondents and gave the distribution
between sexes, but in this study, most of the participants were female (75%). If the place,
institution, sex, and/or age of the study setting and participants characteristics were missing, the study was marked as “unclear” with two asterisks. The number of these studies
was 11. The number of other studies marked as “unclear” was eight. The number of studies that did not describe the study subjects and setting in detail was eight. For this criterion, more than the half of the studies (42) described the participants and setting in detail.
For the criteria, Was the exposure measured in a valid and reliable way? we marked “yes”
only those studies that measured either inter or intraobserver error and reported the results. There were some studies that said that they measured the inter/intra observer error,
but they did not report the result, and those were considered as “no”. Only ten studies met
this criterion. For the question, Were objective, standard criteria used for measurement of
the condition? the same criteria as for the previous question was applied; thus, the number
of studies that met this criteria is also ten.
The question Were strategies to deal with confounding factors stated? was marked NA for
all. The reason does not lie in the quality of studies, but rather in the applicability of the
mentioned criterion on non-medical studies. As we could not validate studies by this criterion, we have marked all the studies as NA and did not take it into consideration for
summary validation of the studies.
For the question, Were the outcomes measured in a valid and reliable way? all the studies
that did not calculate inter and intraobserver error, and those of them that had significant
disagreement were marked as “unclear.” Only nine studies met the criteria.
For the question, Was appropriate statistical analysis used? we had two criteria for marking studies as “yes”. “Yes” with no asterisk were those that used only descriptive statistics,
and there were 35 of such studies. Additionally, “yes” with one asterisk included those
that calculated the inter and intraobserver error, and the number of these studies was 11.
The studies that tested the reliability of sex estimation using lip prints were marked with
two asterisks, and there were two studies that met this criterion. Thirty-two studies were
marked as “unclear,” as these studies yielded only percentages or both percentages and P
values.
Interobserver/ intraobserver variability: For the critical appraisal, we have calculated the
interobserver error. The calculated Cohen’s Kappa between two raters (HE, MP) was as
follows: Were the criteria for inclusion in the sample clearly defined? 0.832; Were the
study subjects and the setting described in detail? 0.980, Was the exposure measured in a
valid and reliable way? 1.000, Were the outcomes measured in a valid and reliable way?
1.000, Was appropriate statistical analysis used? 0.874. In all the cases, there was an almost
perfect agreement.
Overall, only six studies met all the criteria [7, 47, 52, 57, 59, 77]. But none of these studies
that observed differences between males and females tested the reliability or accuracy
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of sex estimation. In the study of Kapoor, N., et al. [47], 200 people participated, and they
not find differences between sexes among 96 participants. Nagalaxmi, V., et al. [59] found
differences in males for type III and females in type I with 60 participants. Priyadharshini,
K. I., et al. [7] found differences in all types except type I; the sample consisted of 100 participants. Sandhu et al. [77] tested 1200 participants and did not find differences between
sexes. Kinra, M., et al. [52] tested only 40 participants and observed predominance in type I
for females and type II for males. As previously stated, a sample size calculator was rarely
used, and the only one of these studies that probably met the necessary sample size at 95%
confidence interval was the study of Sandhu et al. [77].
The scoping review showed differences in participant and study characteristics and the
reliability of sex estimation.
Participant characteristics: In the studies that were analyzed in this research, the number
of participants ranged from 20 to 5000, with most of the studies having around 100 participants. There were 33 studies with 100 or less participants, 24 from 101 to 200, 12 from 201
to 500, six from 501 to 1000, and five larger than 1001. Most of the studies were conducted in India, and among European countries only Romanian [68], Polish [88], Portuguese
[4], and Croatian [9] (including this study) population samples were analyzed. Only five
studies [35, 45, 55, 76, 77] used a sample size calculator during the study preparation, one
of which did not calculate the whole population size but only the chosen subpopulation
(hospital) population sample size [35]. Two of the studies had no inclusion or exclusion
criteria [31, 39]; for the others, the exclusion criteria varied, but most were concentrated
on the lack of deformities and illness that could affect the lip grooves.
Study characteristics: Most of the studies used the Suzuki and Tsuchihashi method [12] (n
= 48; 60%) but not all, and there was no uniformity in the division of the lips into parts.
Thus, some of the research only studied one lip (for example, upper) or the lips as a whole,
while others divided the lips into two to eight parts. Additionally, not all of them studied all
parts of the lip, but some of them chose only one of the lip parts after division for the purposes of their study. Thirty-two of the studies analyzed quadrants (40%), and 26 of them
analyzed only one part of the lip or the lips as a whole (32.5%). The most common methods
for collection used lipstick (usually dark) and transfer of the print to paper or duct tape.
Visualization usually included magnifying glasses or enlarging the photographed print on
the computer.
Only ten other studies, in addition to our study, tested inter and/or intraobserver variability [25, 42, 47, 52, 57, 59, 73, 77, 92]. Overall, these studies have a consensus on this
variability. Considering the results of the studies, almost an equal number of them showed
that there were and were not differences between males and females. Thus, some of the
studies confirmed sexual dimorphism – this, for the most part, included only the predominance of a certain pattern in some quadrants in males and females (there were no similarities between the predominance of the quadrant in sexes between males and females).
Some of the studies did not find differences in quadrants between males and females.
Sex estimation: Eighteen studies tested the classification rate accuracy for sex estimation,
ranging from the lowest 17.4% for males [49] to forensically high 98.6% for whole samples
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found differences in type I in males and type III in females. Moshfeghi, M., et al. [57] did

Paušić et al.
[86]. Twenty-nine (36.3%) of the studies stated that they did not find differences between
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males and females, and thirty-four only found differences in some types of furrows and
some quadrants (42.5%).

Discussion
The results of both the primary and scoping studies showed that lip prints are not a reliable tool for sex estimation.
The primary study showed that the accuracy of sex estimation was only 55.8%, and it
indicated that lip prints should not be used to estimate sex in the Croatian population.
However, the variability in lip print patterns within the same person indicates that lip
prints are extremely useful for individualization purposes. Besides sexual dimorphism,
this study also tested the methodology proposed by Costa et al. [4]. They used four different methods that differed in the way that the lipstick was smeared on the lips as well
as the material on which they left the imprint (paper, adhesive tape). In this study, the
researchers chose to leave lip prints without rubbing lips on adhesive tape [4]. But several
other researchers committed to other methods. Sharma et al. used a method in which dark
lipstick was applied in one stroke and left on adhesive tape after two minutes, which was
then fixed to white paper [10]. Saraswathi et al. used a method where brown lipstick was
applied to previously cleansed lips by first applying it to the central part of the lip and then
pushing it evenly to the corners of the lips. Also, as with Sharma et al., the print was left on
adhesive tape fixed on white paper [96].
Furthermore, this study also applied a dual research approach to the review of lip print
morphology. In the first step, lips were examined by quadrants which showed certain
shortcomings of the existing quadrant method. Namely, the lines and furrows on the lips
are not uniform in individual quadrants, so depending on which part of each quadrant is
observed, there may be discrepancies in the estimation of pattern type among and within
researchers. During the implementation of the research, it was noticed that there are large
differences between the lateral, central, and medial parts of each quadrant. Therefore,
some studies suggested the division of lips into additional quadrants, i.e., a change in the
existing methodology [1]. The research of Costa and co-workers concluded, similar to our
study, that further developmental work of the methods is extremely important - from the
collection of lip prints to the recording methodology, and probably the proposition of any
new methodology [4].
The results of the scoping review showed that the predominance of some types of lip
prints in males and females was not unified among research, and that a predominant lip
print could not be detected. The predominance of one lip print in one sex cannot even be
population specific as many of these studies were performed in India, and the homogeneity of evidence is not present there. The lack of connection between lip prints and sex can
emerge from several factor such as: the different inclusion and exclusion criteria and the
collection methodology. On the other hand, since inter and intraobserver variability was
tested ambiguously, we were unable to conclude if the method was objective or subjective
and if the scoring methods should be improved. To be fair, we must mention that the stud-
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ies that did perform these tests showed good agreement, though we cannot know if these
print in males and females is also not uniform and as such does not give us a path to conclude if there is a general predominance of any type of lip print in either sex.
The examined published research papers, as well as the present study, showed that there
are several issues that probably contribute to the (un)reliability of results. First, inclusion
criteria were usually not uniform; for example, some of the studies just mentioned that
they had included healthy individuals, some listed detailed inclusion and exclusion criteria [18, 25, 33, 38, 42], and some gave more detailed exclusion criteria, such as no smoking
or lip chewing habits [57]. We cannot be sure if these participants were also excluded in
other studies, but probably not all the studies took into consideration all of these parameters. The other issue is sample size and stratification; for most of the studies, the sample
size was not calculated, and the distribution of participants regarding sex and age was
either small or not proportional. Any sample size calculator results used were vague or
non-existent; most of the samples were convenient and not representative of the population. Only five studies used a sample size calculator [35, 45, 55, 76, 77]. As lip print analysis
is morphological in nature, it is by definition subjective and dependent on the experience
of the researcher, thus the intra and interobserver variability should be tested. Only a
minor number of studies tested this variable [25, 42, 47, 52, 57, 59, 73, 77, 92]. In most of
these tested studies, the agreement was good or higher; nevertheless, we cannot extrapolate that to the other studies. Although a similar methodology was used to collect and
analyze the samples, the number of parts that the lips were divided into varied from one
part (whole lip) to various combinations of parts. Thus, some of the results were reported
as the predominance of the pattern on the whole lip and some only for one lip part (for
example, one quarter). Additionally, in studies where sexual dimorphism was found, it
was found usually on one lip part that was not consistent among the studies. As the list
of papers consisted mostly of studies from India (62 studies, 77.5%), when analyzing only
those samples we did not find population specificity or homogeneity in the distribution of
the patterns of lip prints.
The presentation of results was also not uniform. Some studies only reported the frequencies of lip patterns while some gave other descriptive statistics but rarely included the
accuracy of sex estimation, which is, as previously explained, the most important parameter in a forensic context. The result of such an unstandardized approach was a large
difference between studies ranging from highly dysmorphic lip features to a complete
lack of sexual dimorphism. The biggest flaw in most of this research is that they did not
offer the accuracy of sex estimation. This information is extremely important for criminal
cases, that is, for expert witness testimony. The accuracy of sex estimation is - among the
repeatability of methodology, the scientific recognition of methodology, and the existence
of validation studies - one of the most important considerations when presenting evidence
in court as it can give a judge/jury important information about the accuracy of the findings [97, 98]. Unfortunately, most of the studies presented here did not meet most of these
criteria. Here, we could not prove that there was a scientific consensus in any part of the
collection or analysis processes, thus studies were reporting diametrically different results. On the other hand, lip prints have shown large variability, and they could probably
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samples were scored by more experienced scorers. The predominance of one type of lip
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be used for individualization. At this time, there is not enough scientific evidence that lip
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prints could be a reliable tool for sex estimation with the existing approach. Future research should harmonize and evaluate the methodology and only then investigate sexual
and population differences of lip prints.
Limitation of the scoping review: The main limitation of this study is that we could not
perform deeper data analysis due to differences in study setup and the fact that some
of the initially included studies were not available as full texts. There were also various
sources of possible bias in these studies which could not be systematically appraised as
the reporting of the results and methodologies were not consistently written throughout
the studies. It is likely that most of the studies had selection bias, especially when taking
into consideration that most of them had a convenience sample. Also, the authors usually
did not specify if the researchers were blinded, so there is another potential source of
observer bias. There is also an unknown possibility of detection bias. We do not know the
researchers’ experience in scoring methods (there is no training [8]) since the interrater
variability was vaguely tested, if at all.
Novelty of the study: This is the first scoping review made on the criminalistics topic of
the sexual dimorphism of lip prints, and it showed the necessity of research in this field.
Recommendations: At this point, we believe that a first step should be a design of the
methodological standards for the collection of lip prints and improvement of the scoring
methodology. The scoring system should test the subjectivity of the morphological method
and give a more detailed explanation about which lip segments and parts should be used.
If future research shows that there is a good inter and intraobserver agreement regarding
lip morphology, only then should sexual dimorphism be tested. If the lips show sexual
dimorphism in several populations (that are well sampled and representative), and if that
dimorphism would have a forensic significance (classification rate higher than 95%), then
lip prints can be used for sex estimation in criminal procedures.

Conclusions
1. There is no sexual dimorphism in lip prints in the Croatian population.
2. The scoping review showed that the previous studies lack methodology uniformity in
collection, lip print gathering, visualization, and interpretation.
3. The scoping review showed that the present methodologies are not reliable.
4. The scoping review showed that the potential rate of error is unknown.
5. Lip prints for sex estimation using available methodologies should not be used as evidence in court.
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